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RDS Data Sets 
Integrated data model 

1 RDS-data set is made available: 

Anatomy Data set: Contains Anatomical entities. 

 

Data set Instance Count Disk Size Contains Run Time Minimum Server  

Specifications 

 

Anatomy_Anatomy 

 

~17.000 

 

~13 MB 

Ontology/tree 
structure for the 

the individual 
Anatomy instance 

                                

                                             17s 

    

 MEDIUM 

 

 
Base Pipeline  

Access to all the base pipelines on the Asset Center is available via the link provided, which can be used to 
download them:  https://info.ontoforce.com/asset-center 

 

ANATOMY_ANATOMY 

About the data set 

The Anatomy data set offers a set of anatomical entities most used as an ontology for other data types to indicate 
and filter on the location of this entity. 

Integration strategy 

Currently only the Uberon data source is included in this package and therefore no integration is needed. 

  

https://info.ontoforce.com/what-are-the-recommended-server-specifications
https://info.ontoforce.com/asset-center
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Source Data Sets 
UBERON 

Description 

Uberon is a comparative anatomy ontology representing a variety of structures found in animals, such as lungs, 
muscles, bones, feathers, and fins. These structures are connected to other structures via relationships such as part-
of and develop-from. 

Download strategy 

Weekly check is made to download the latest released owl files from the Uberon GitHub. 

Uberon is released roughly every month, depending on stakeholder needs. A release generates a number of 
different files, described below. Each release version of each file is stored permanently, and these are always 
available via Permanent URLs of the form: http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/uberon/releases/YYYY-MM-DD.  

A description of each release, with a complete change log is available on the front page of the Uberon site 
http://uberon.github.io/. 

Source update frequency 

Monthly. 

Download frequency 

Every week on Wednesday a check is made for new data and downloaded if available. 

Instances URI strategy 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/<ID> 

• Example: http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/UBERON_0004121  

Original data model 

Anatomical Bridging ontologies consist of OWL axioms that connect Uberon to another anatomical ontology. The 
OWL file is available with all the relevant data. 

  

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/uberon/releases/YYYY-MM-DD
http://uberon.github.io/
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/UBERON_0004121
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The full data contains the following files: 

File Name Comment 

Imported files 

uberon.owl 

Main resource file containing 
comprehensive relationships to taxon-
specific anatomical ontologies, allowing 
integration of functional, phenotype and 

expression data. 

 
Alignment efforts 

• Labels are cleaned by removing empty and duplicated labels. 

• The following ontological relationships are provided as properties: 

Predicate URL Predicate Name Definition 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000050 part of A core relation that holds 
between a part and its whole. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000051 has part A core relation that holds between 
a whole and its part. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000062 preceded by 

X is preceded by Y if and only if the 
time point at which Y ends is before 

or equivalent to the time point at 
which X starts. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000063 precedes 

X precedes Y if and only if the time 
point at which X ends is before or 

equivalent to the time point at 
which Y starts. Formally: X precedes 

Y iff ω(x) <= α(y), where α is a 
function that maps a process to a 

start point, and ω is a function that 
maps a process to an end point. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000096 anterior to 

X anterior to Y iff X is further along 
the antero-posterior axis than y, 

towards the head. An antero-
posterior axis is an axis that extends 
through an organism from head end 

to opposite end of body or tail. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000097 distal to X distal to Y iff X is further along the 
proximo-distal axis than Y, towards 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000050
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000051
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000062
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BFO_0000063
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000096
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000097
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the appendage tip. A proximo-distal 
axis extends from tip of an 

appendage (distal) to where it joins 
the body (proximal). 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000098 dorsal to 

X dorsal to Y iff X is further along the 
dorso-ventral axis than y, towards 
the back. A dorso-ventral axis is an 

axis that extends through an 
organism from back (e.g., spinal 

column) to front (e.g., belly). 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000099 posterior to 

X posterior to Y iff X is further along 
the antero-posterior axis than y, 

towards the body/tail. An antero-
posterior axis is an axis that extends 
through an organism from head end 

to opposite end of body or tail. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000100 proximal to 
X proximal to Y iff X is closer to the 
point of attachment with the body 

than y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000102 ventral to 

X ventral to Y iff X is further along 
the dorso-ventral axis than y, 

towards the front. A dorso-ventral 
axis is an axis that extends through 
an organism from back (e.g., spinal 

column) to front (e.g., belly). 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000107 deep to 

Further away from the surface of the 
organism. Thus, the muscular layer is 

deep to the skin, but superficial to 
the intestines. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000108 superficial to 
Near the outer surface of the 

organism. Thus, skin is superficial to 
the muscle layer. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000120 in left side of 
X in left side of Y <=> if Y is 

subdivided into two left and right 
portions, X is part of the left portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000121 in right side of 

X in right side of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two left and right 

portions, X is part of the right 
portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000122 in posterior side of 

X posterior side of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two anterior and 

posterior portions, X is part of the 
posterior portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000098
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000099
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000100
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000102
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000107
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000108
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000120
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000121
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000122
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http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000123 in anterior side of 

X anterior side of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two anterior and 

posterior portions, X is part of the 
anterior portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000124 in proximal side of 

X in proximal side of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two proximal and 

distal portions, Y is part of the 
proximal portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000125 in distal side of 

X in distal side of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two proximal and 

distal portions, Y is part of the distal 
portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000126 in lateral side of 

X in lateral side of Y <=> if X is in left 
side of Y or X is in right side of Y. X is 

often, but not always a paired 
structure. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001100 in superficial part of 

X superficial part of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two superficial and 

deep portions, X is part of the 
superficial portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001101 in deep part of 

X superficial part of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two superficial and 
deep portions, X is part of the deep 

portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001106 proximalmost part of 
X proximalmost part of Y <=> X is in 
proximal side of Y and X is adjacent 

to the proximal boundary of Y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001107 immediately deep to X immediately deep to Y iff X deep 
to Y and X is contiguous with y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001108 distalmost part of 
X distalmost part of Y <=> X is in 

distal side of Y and X is adjacent to 
the distal boundary of Y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001113 preaxialmost part of 

Subclass under partof form Biological 
Spatial Ontology (BSPO) obo 

ontology.  Example: tibia subClassOf: 
preaxialmost part of some hindlimb 

zeugopod skeleton. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001115 postaxialmost part of 

Subclass under part of form 
Biological Spatial Ontology (BSPO) 

obo ontology.  Example;ulnare 
subClassOf : postaxialmost part of 

some carpal skeleton. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000123
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000124
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000125
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0000126
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001100
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001101
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001106
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001107
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001108
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001113
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0001115
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http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0005001 
intersects midsagittal 

plane of 
X intersects median plane of iff X 

crosses the midine plane of Y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015009 
immediately anterior 

to 

X immediately anterior to Y iff X 
anterior to Y and X is contiguous 

with y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015012 
immediately posterior 

to 

X immediately posterior to Y iff X 
posterior to Y and X is contiguous 

with y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015014 
immediately 
superficial to 

X immediately superficial to Y iff X 
superficial to Y and X is contiguous 

with y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015101 in dorsal side of 

X dorsal side of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two dorsal and ventral 

portions, X is part of the dorsal 
portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015102 in ventral side of 

X ventral side of Y <=> if Y is 
subdivided into two dorsal and 
ventral portions, X is part of the 

ventral portion. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015202 aboral to nearer to the aboral opening of the 
organism, on the oral-aboral axis. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0001015 location of 

a relation between two independent 
continuants, the location, and the 

target, in which the target is entirely 
within the location. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0001019 contains No description found. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0001025 located in 

A relation between two independent 
continuants, the target, and the 
location, in which the target is 

entirely within the location. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002002 has boundary 
The relationship between a material 

entity and the boundary (2D 
immaterial entity) that delimits it. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002005 innervated by Nerves which innervate this 
anatomical structure. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002007 bounding layer of 

A relationship that applies between a 
continuant and its outer, bounding 

layer. 

 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0005001
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015009
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/bspo/properties?iri=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FBSPO_0015009
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/bspo/properties?iri=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FBSPO_0015009
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015012
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/bspo/properties?iri=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FBSPO_0015012
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/bspo/properties?iri=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FBSPO_0015012
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015014
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015101
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015102
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/BSPO_0015202
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ols/ontologies/bspo/properties?iri=http%3A%2F%2Fpurl.obolibrary.org%2Fobo%2FBSPO_0015202
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0001015
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0001019
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0001025
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002002
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002005
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002007
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http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002087 
immediately 
preceded by 

X immediately preceded by Y iff: 
end(X) simultaneous with start(Y). 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002134 innervates 

Relation between a 'neuron 
projection bundle' and a region in 

which one or more of its component 
neuron projections either synapses 

to targets or receives synaptic input. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002150 continuous with X continuous with Y if and only if X 
and Y share a fiat boundary. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002159 
serially homologous 

to 

Serial homology is a special type of 
homology, defined by owen as 

representative or repetitive relation 
in the segments of the same 

organism. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002170 connected to 

Binary relationship: X connected to Y 
if and only if there exists some z such 
that z connects X and Y in a ternary 

connected to(x,y,z) relationship. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002176 connects 

C connects a if and only if there exist 
some b such that a and b are similar 

parts of the same system, and c 
connects b, specifically, c connects a 

with b. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002177 attached to part of 
a is attached to part of b if a is 

attached to b, or a is attached to 
some p, where p is part of b. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002178 supplies 

Relation between an arterial 
structure and another structure, 

where the arterial structure acts as a 
conduit channelling fluid, substance, 

or energy. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002179 drains 

Relation between a collecting 
structure and another structure, 

where the collecting structure acts as 
a conduit channelling fluid, 

substance, or energy away from the 
other structure. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002180 has component 

W 'has component' p if w 'has part' p 
and w is such that it can be directly 
disassembled into into n parts p, p2, 
p3, ..., pn, where these parts are of 

similar type. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002087
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002134
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002150
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002159
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002170
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002176
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002177
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002178
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002179
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002180
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http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002202 develops from 

X develops from Y if and only if 
either (a) X directly develops from Y 
or (b) there exists some z such that X 

directly develops from z and z 
develops from y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002207 
directly develops 

from 

Candidate definition: X directly 
develops from Y if and only if there 
exists some developmental process 
(GO:0032502) p such that X and Y 
both participates in p, and X is the 
output of p and Y is the input of p, 

and a substantial portion of the 
matter of Y comes from x, and the 

start of X is coincident with or after 
the end of y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002219 surrounded by 

X surrounded by Y if and only if (1) X 
is adjacent to y and for every region r 
that is adjacent to X, r overlaps y (2) 
the shared boundary between X and 

Y occupies the majority of the 
outermost boundary of X. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002220 adjacent to X adjacent to Y if and only if X and Y 
share a boundary. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002221 surrounds Inverse of surrounded by. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002223 starts Inverse of starts with. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002224 starts with 

X starts with Y if and only if X has 
part Y and the time point at which x 
starts is equivalent to the time point 

at which y starts. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002225 develops from part of 
X develops from part of Y if and only 

if there exists some z such that X 
develops from z and z is part of y 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002226 develops in X develops in Y if X is located in Y 
whilst X is developing. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002229 ends Inverse of ends with. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002230 ends with 

X ends with Y if and only if X has 
part Y and the time point at which X 
ends is equivalent to the time point 

at which Y ends. Formally: α(y) > α(x) 
∧ ω(y) = ω(x), where α is a function 

that maps a process to a start point, 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002202
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002207
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002219
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002220
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002221
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002223
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002224
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002225
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002226
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002229
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002230
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and ω is a function that maps a 
process to an end point. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002254 
has developmental 
contribution from 

X has developmental contribution 
from Y iff X has some part z such 

that z develops from y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002256 
developmentally 

induced by 

T1 induced by T2 if there is a process 
of developmental induction 

(GO:0031128) with T1 and T2 as 
interacting participants. T2 causes T1 

to change its fate from a precursor 
anatomical structure type T to T', 

where T' develops from T. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002285 
developmentally 

replaces 

X developmentally replaces Y if and 
only if there is some developmental 
process that causes X to move or to 
cease to exist, and for the site that 

was occupied by X to become 
occupied by Y, where Y either comes 
into existence in this site or moves to 

this site from somewhere else. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002351 has member 
Has member is a mereological 

relation between a collection and an 
item. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002371 attached to 

A is attached to b if and only if a and 
b are discrete objects or object parts, 

and there are physical connections 
between a and b such that a force 

pulling a will move b, or a force 
pulling b will move a. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002372 has muscle origin 
M has muscle origin s iff m is 

attached to s, and it is the case that 
when m contracts, s does not move. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002376 tributary of 

X tributary of Y if and only if X a 
channel for the flow of a substance 
into y, where Y is larger than x. If X 

and Y are hydrographic features, 
then Y is the main stem of a river, or 

a lake or bay, but not the sea or 
ocean. If X and Y are anatomical, 

then Y is a vein. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002380 branching part of 
X is a branching part of Y if and only 
if X is part of Y and X is a branch of 

the main stem of y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002254
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002256
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002285
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002351
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002371
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002372
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002376
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002380
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http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002433 
contributes to 
morphology of 

p contributes to morphology of w if 
and only if a change in the 

morphology of p entails a change in 
the morphology of w.  

Examples: every skull contributes to 
morphology of the head which it is a 

part of.  

Counter-example: nuclei do not 
generally contribute to the 

morphology of the cell they are part 
of, as they are buffered by 

cytoplasm. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002473 
composed primarily 

of 

X composed primarily of Y if and 
only if more than half of the mass of 
X is made from y or units of the same 

type as Y. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002488 
existence starts 

during 

Relation between continuant c and 
occurrent s, such that every instance 
of c comes into existing during some 

s. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002489 existence starts with 
Relation between continuant and 
occurrent, such that c comes into 

existence at the start of p. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002491 
existence starts and 

ends during 

X exists during Y if and only if: 1) the 
time point at which X begins to exist 
is after or equal to the time point at 
which Y begins and 2) the time point 
at which X ceases to exist is before 

or equal to the point at which Y 
ends. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002492 existence ends during 

Relation between continuant c and 
occurrent s, such that every instance 
of c ceases to exist during some s, if 

it does not die prematurely. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002493 existence ends with 
Relation between continuant and 

occurrent, such that c ceases to exist 
at the end of p. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002494 transformation of 

X transformation of Y if X is the 
immediate transformation of Y or is 

linked to y through a chain of 
transformation relationships. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002433
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002473
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002488
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002489
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002491
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002492
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002493
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002494
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http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002495 
immediate 

transformation of 

X immediate transformation of Y iff 
X immediately succeeds y temporally 

at a time boundary t, and all of the 
matter present in X at t is present in 
Y at T, and all the matter in Y at t is 

present in X at T. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002496 
existence starts 
during or after 

X existence starts during or after Y if 
and only if the time point at which X 

starts is after or equivalent to the 
time point at which Y starts. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002497 
existence ends during 

or before 

X existence ends during or before Y 
if and only if the time point at which 
X ends is before or equivalent to the 

time point at which Y ends. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002551 has skeleton 

A relation between a segment or 
subdivision of an organism and the 

maximal subdivision of material 
entities that provides structural 

support for that segment or 
subdivision. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002568 
has muscle 
antagonist 

m1 has muscle antagonist m2 iff m1 
has muscle insertion s, m2 has 
muscle insection s, m1 acts in 
opposition to m2, and m2 is 
responsible for returning the 

structure to its initial position. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002571 lumen of 

X lumen of Y iff X is the space or 
substance that is part of Y and does 

not cross any of the inner 
membranes or boundaries of Y that 

is maximal with respect to the 
volume of the conveX hull. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002572 luminal space of s is luminal space of X iff s is lumen 
of X and s is an immaterial entity 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002576 skeleton of Inverse of has skeleton 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0003000 produces 

a produces b if some process that 
occurs in a has output b, where a and 

b are material entities. Examples: 
hybridoma cell line produces 
monoclonal antibody reagent; 

chondroblast produces avascular 
GAG-rich matrix. 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002495
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002496
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002497
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002551
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002568
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002571
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002572
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002576
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0003000
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http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0003001 produced by a produced by b iff some process 
that occurs in b has output a. 

 

  

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0003001
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CELL ONTOLOGY 

Description 

The Cell Ontology is designed as a structured controlled vocabulary for cell types. This ontology was constructed for 
use by the model organism and other bioinformatics databases, where there is a need for a controlled vocabulary of 
cell types. This ontology is not organism specific. It covers cell types from prokaryotes to mammals. However, it 
excludes plant cell types, which are covered by PO. 

Download strategy 

The latest released OWL file is downloaded from the OBO library. 

Source update frequency 

Twice monthly. 

Download frequency 

Every week on Wednesday a check is made for new data and downloaded if available. 

Instances URI strategy 

http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/<CL_ID> 

• Example: http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/CL_0000087  

Original data model 

Anatomical Bridging ontologies consist of OWL axioms that connect Cell Ontology to another anatomical ontology. 
The OWL file is available with all the relevant data. 

Alignment efforts 

The provided Cell Ontology OWL file contains a combination of the Cell Ontology and other ontologies, such as 
Uberon and Gene Ontology. 

To prevent overlap and to stay in line with the view of the Cell Ontology OLS Browser, we only keep the resources 
that are descendants of the top-level “cell” resource. 
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Integration Diagram 
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